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Welcome to the Tortoise QuickTake Podcast. Thank you for joining us. Today, Tortoise provides a timely update on
trending topics in the market.
Greg Murphy – Hello, I’m Tortoise Director Greg Murphy and joining me today for a special closed-end fund update is Brad
Adams, Tortoise Managing Director and CEO of the Tortoise closed-end funds. Tortoise has been busy the last few days
issuing a number of podcasts talking about the historic market volatility. We won’t repeat everything that was covered in
those previous podcasts, but suffice it to say that we at Tortoise see no reason why midstream should have underperformed
broader energy. Our funds are predominantly invested in midstream assets that earn fee-based revenues for moving
commodities from one location to another. In fact, the majority of the funds’ investments are tied to natural gas rather than
oil. When we wake up tomorrow, people will still need to heat their homes and use electricity. These investments in
infrastructure and natural gas infrastructure have nothing to do with the price of crude oil. In our opinion, midstream
companies are priced at 2008 prices levels, but these companies in the midstream industry are in a much stronger position
today. With that, we’ll take a closer look at how the market volatility is impacting our closed-end funds. So Brad, thanks for
joining us today. And I’ll start off. With all of the volatility that we are experiencing, we’ve been receiving a number of
questions in regards to how the funds’ leverage is structured and the leverage requirements for the funds. Can you help us
address that?
Brad Adams – Absolutely Greg and thanks for having me join you today. Each of the closed-end funds employs some form
of leverage, which is governed by the Investment Company Act of 1940. The 40 Act requires asset coverage of 300% for
debt and 200% for total leverage. It’s common for closed-end funds that issue private preferred stock for the coverage
requirement to be 225% and indeed that’s the case for our funds as well. The funds must be in compliance with the 40 Act
test at the time it declares distributions also at the time it declares leverage. The funds that have outstanding notes and
preferreds, which we do in three of our funds, the 40 Act tests are measured for compliance at month end.
Greg Murphy – Thanks Brad. Let me make sure I understand the calculations you just mentioned. So the total assets of the
fund have to cover the debt by 300% or 3x, and the total assets have to cover the debt plus the preferred stock by 225% or
2.25x. Is that roughly the way to think about the coverage calculations?
Brad Adams – Yeah, you’re spot on Greg.
Greg Murphy – Great. And you mentioned that at month end, if the fund is not in compliance, what does that mean it’s not in
compliance?
Brad Adams – So, if the fund is out of compliance at month end, then that begins a 30-day cure period to get back into
compliance. And again, this is for the funds that have outstanding notes and have outstanding preferreds. The fund can get
back into compliance really in two different ways, one being market appreciation of the investments within the fund and the
other obviously being reducing the amount of leverage outstanding. So leverage can be reduced quickly by paying down on
the bank credit facilities. Leverage can also be reduced by redeeming outstanding notes and preferred stock.
Greg Murphy – That’s great Brad. So how do we report on leverage and asset coverage especially after a day like
yesterday?
Brad Adams – So we report the coverage ratios each week on our website as well as the unaudited balance sheet
information each month on the website.
Greg Murphy – Thanks Brad. Another question that we get is if the fund board is updated routinely and if there are any
specific plans that have been formulated to address the current situation.
Brad Adams – Yeah, and I get that question as well, and I’ll tell you we work extremely hard to keep our board always well
informed, but as you can imagine especially during volatile times like these. The board is always considering a variety of data
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points, including the 40 Act compliance we talked about, including the level of distributions that the funds are currently
paying, always looking at the underlying fundamentals, etc. I can assure you that the board is looking at all of the right things
with the ultimate goal of protecting long-term shareholder value. That is always their primary focus.
Greg Murphy – That’s helpful. Another question we’ve gotten from a number of investors is if the fund were to sell
something now and recognize a loss, is that a permanent loss to the fund?
Brad Adams – Not necessarily. As any future market appreciation will increase the net assets of the fund as well as the
NAV of the fund. So I wouldn’t consider it necessarily a permanent loss.
Greg Murphy – That’s great. Maybe we can change gears and focus a little on distributions. Will the funds have to cut
distributions again or suspend distributions?
Brad Adams – Yeah, that’s a great question, and again I’ll kind of reference this, and I think we’ve talked about this in
previous podcasts. Each quarter, our board completes a very thorough review of a number of inputs in determining
distribution levels, including distribution coverage and the cushion. The goal is always to pay a distribution that is sustainable
over the long term. So I can’t really speak to distributions again or suspend distributions. Just know that our board is focusing
on this each and every time they declare a distribution.
Greg Murphy – Thank you, that’s helpful. Just another follow-up question to that, that we’ve gotten from a number of
investors: Is there some sort of estimated distribution coverage with the volatility over the last few days of where the funds
stand?
Brad Adams – You know, there are so many factors that go into the distribution and distributable cash flow calculation that I
couldn’t begin to speculate today on where those numbers are.
Greg Murphy – Well Brad that addresses the questions we had to review for today. I appreciate you joining us and helping
us shed some light on those. I would want to direct any investors if they need more information or if they want to review that
leverage report that Brad was referencing to join us at tortoiseadvisors.com on the web. Thanks Brad.
Brad Adams – Thanks to you.
Thank you for joining us. And stay tuned for our next cast. Have topics you want covered or other feedback to
share? Write us at info@tortoiseadvisors.com.
The S&P 500® Index is a market-value weighted index of equity securities.
The PCE inflation rate is the Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index. It measures price changes for household
goods and services. Increases in the PCEPI warn of inflation while decreases indicate deflation.
Broad Energy = The S&P Energy Select Sector® Index is a capitalization-weighted index of S&P 500® Index companies
in the energy sector involved in the development or production of energy products.
Producers = Tortoise North American Oil & Gas Producers IndexSM
The Tortoise North American Oil & Gas Producers IndexSM is a float-adjusted, capitalization weighted index of North
American energy companies primarily engaged in the production of crude oil, condensate, natural gas or natural gas liquids
(NGLs). The index includes exploration and production companies structured as corporations, limited liability companies and
master limited partnerships but excludes United States royalty trusts.
MLPs = The Tortoise MLP Index® is a float-adjusted, capitalization weighted index of energy master limited partnerships
(MLPs). The index is comprised of publicly traded companies organized in the form of limited partnerships or limited liability
companies engaged in transportation, production, processing and/or storage of energy commodities.
The indices are the exclusive property of Tortoise Index Solutions, LLC, which has contracted with S&P Opco, LLC (a
subsidiary of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC) (“S&P Dow Jones Indices”) to calculate and maintain the Tortoise MLP Index®,
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Tortoise North American Pipeline IndexSM and Tortoise North American Oil and Gas Producers IndexSM (each an “Index”).
S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“SPFS”); Dow Jones® is a registered
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”); and, these trademarks have been licensed to S&P Dow
Jones Indices. “Calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices” and its related stylized mark(s) have been licensed for use by
Tortoise Index Solutions, LLC and its affiliates. Neither S&P Dow Jones Indices, SPFS, Dow Jones nor any of their affiliates
sponsor and promote the Index and none shall be liable for any errors or omissions in calculating the Index.
Disclaimer: Nothing contained in this communication constitutes tax, legal, or investment advice. Investors must consult
their tax advisor or legal counsel for advice and information concerning their particular situation. This podcast contains
certain statements that may include “forward-looking statements.” All statements, other than statements of historical fact,
included herein are “forward-looking statements.” Although Tortoise believes that the expectations reflected in these forwardlooking statements are reasonable, they do involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and these expectations may prove
to be incorrect. Actual events could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of
a variety of factors. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. This podcast reflects our
views and opinions as of the date herein, which are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. We
disclaim any responsibility to update these views. These views should not be relied on as investment advice or an indication
of trading intention. Discussion or analysis of any specific company-related news or investment sectors are meant primarily
as a result of recent newsworthy events surrounding those companies or by way of providing updates on certain sectors of
the market. Tortoise, through its family of registered investment advisers, does provide investment advice to Tortoise related
funds and others that includes investment into those sectors or companies discussed in these podcasts. As a result, Tortoise
does stand to beneficially profit from any rise in value from many of the companies mentioned herein including companies
within the investment sectors broadly discussed.
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